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Abstract—A practical formulation for EM-based design optimization of high-frequency circuits using 
simple polynomial surrogate functionals is proposed in this paper. Our approach starts from a careful selection 
of design variables and is based on a closed-form formulation that yields global optimal values for the surrogate 
model weighting factors, avoiding a large set of expensive EM model data, and resulting in accurate low-order 
low-dimension polynomials interpolants that are used as vehicles for efficient design optimization. Our 
formulation is especially suitable for EM-based design problems with no equivalent circuital models available. 
The proposed technique is illustrated by the EM-based design optimization of a Ka-band substrate integrated 
waveguide (SIW) interconnect with conductor-backed coplanar waveguide (CBCPW) transitions, a low 
crosstalk PCB microstrip interconnect structure with guard traces, and a 10-40 GHz SIW interconnect with 
microstrip transitions on a standard FR4-based substrate. Three commercially available full-wave EM solvers 
are used in our examples: CST, Sonnet and COMSOL. 
Index Terms— Surrogate modeling, polynomial functionals, EM-based optimization, space mapping, high-
speed interconnects, substrate integrated waveguides, CPW-SIW transitions, guard traces, microstrip-SIW 
transitions. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Design optimization and statistical analysis of high-frequency structures require in practice the 
availability of accurate and computationally inexpensive models. Such models can be 
implemented by surrogates. Originally [1], surrogate modeling refers to the iterative construction 
of functional relationships between the design space and the performance space based on a limited 
amount of fine model data (highly accurate but computationally expensive simulations), with no 
derivatives information available. Engineering applications of surrogate modeling started in 
geology, aerospace, and chemistry, later being extended to electrical engineering [2]. 
Many innovative approaches have been proposed in the area of RF and microwave circuits 
to develop surrogate models. When physics-based coarse models (i.e., low fidelity but 
computationally inexpensive models) are incorporated in the modeling process, a variety of 
techniques are available, most of them following space mapping (SM) approaches [3,4], which are 
known to be very efficient. 
However, a reliable physics-based coarse model is not always available for the design task. 
For instance, many antenna structures [5,6] and SIW interconnects [7,8] do not have parameterized 
equivalent circuital models. Although a simplified and coarsely discretized full-wave EM model 
can be used in those cases (with the same solver employed for the fine model), they usually exhibit 
numerical noise, discontinuous behavior, and non-negligible simulation time with respect to the 
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corresponding original fine model [9]. In this scenario, the surrogate model can be built from 
directly sampling of the fine model, following a metamodeling approach [10,11]. These surrogate 
modeling techniques are more general than those based on physics-based coarse models, however, 
they are more computationally intensive. They include multidimensional quadratic models 
[12,13], multidimensional Cauchy models [14], linear regression models [15], rational function 
fitting [16], neural models [17-20], support vector regression [21-23], and non-probabilistic 
kriging models [24-26]. 
Among metamodeling approaches, using polynomial surrogates offers the simplest 
implementation [2]. However, they suffer from a large number of free-parameters or weighting 
factors when the problem dimensionality is too large or when the problem non-linearity is too high, 
which implies in both cases a high-order polynomial and a large set of fine model data to develop 
the surrogate.  
Pure polynomial surrogates can be efficiently developed even for highly non-linear 
problems with a high dimensionality and a large exploration region for the design variables, as 
long as some decomposition strategy combined with a piece-wise linearization approach is applied 
[27-30]. 
In this paper, we demonstrate how polynomial surrogate models offer a simple and 
effective strategy to optimize expensive EM models through a careful selection of design variables 
and a systematic closed-form formulation that avoids requiring a large set of fine model data, 
yielding accurate low-order low-dimension polynomial surrogate functionals. This approach is 
especially suitable for EM-based design optimization problems with no physics-based coarse 
models available. Our work improves and extends that one in [31] by presenting: a) a generalized 
formulation for the Nth-order polynomial surrogate; and b) an enhanced formulation based on the 
simultaneous calculation of all the weighting factors available for the Nth-order surrogate (instead 
of considering fixed the previously developed lower-order polynomial, as in [31]). We 
demonstrate how the new formulation yields smaller learning errors and better generalization 
performance. Our proposed new technique is illustrated by three design optimization cases: 1) a 
Ka-band substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) interconnect with conductor-backed coplanar 
waveguide (CBCPW) transitions; 2) a low crosstalk PCB microstrip structure with guard traces; 
and 3) a 10-40 GHz SIW interconnect with microstrip transitions on a standard FR4-based 
substrate. Three different commercially available full-wave electromagnetic simulators are 
employed in our examples: CST, Sonnet and COMSOL. 
II. ORIGINAL FINE MODEL AND ITS SURROGATE 
A. Fine Model 
Let Rf ∈ ℜp denote a fine model response vector, sampled at p independent-variable points. 
Response Rf can be at any domain (frequency-domain, time-domain, or static). We consider that 
Rf depends on three vectors: the selected design variables, x ∈ ℜn, the pre-assigned model 
parameters, z ∈ ℜm, and the fine model simulation conditions, ψf. Selecting suitable design 
variables x for a given problem usually requires engineering expertise, while most of the pre-
assigned parameters z are usually determined by manufacturing constraints as well as by 
engineering knowledge about the influence of the physical parameters on the circuit responses of 
interest. The fine model simulation conditions ψf are any required combination of independent 
parameters according to the nature of the simulation, such as the operating frequencies, resolution, 
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boundary conditions, simulation box size, etc. 
From the design optimization perspective, the fine model is treated as a multidimensional 
(not necessarily continuous) vector function, Rf(x) : Xf → ℜp whose domain is Xf ⊆ ℜn. Evaluating 
Rf(x) is computationally expensive. Direct optimization of the fine model using classical 
optimization methods is prohibitive given its typically high computational cost. It requires solving 
 ))((minarg f
*
f
f
xRx
x
U
X∈
=  (1) 
where U: ℜn→ℜ is an objective function expressed in terms of the design specifications, and 
vector xf* contains the optimal fine model design. 
B. Surrogate Model 
We want to develop a surrogate model Rs(x) : Xs → ℜp  that approximates the fine model 
responses within a region of interest Xs ⊆ Xf around a base point x(0). Region Xs is defined as an n-
dimensional box whose center is x(0). The size of the region of interest Xs is defined by a vector τ 
∈ ℜn containing the relative deviation for each design variable with respect to its central value. To 
train the surrogate model, we use L learning base points within Xs, denoted as x(1), x(2), …, x(L). 
Ideally, we aim at developing a surrogate model such that 
 )()( fs xRxR =  for all x ∈ Xs (2) 
In this paper, surrogate models are based on polynomial functional interpolants whose 
optimal weighting factors are obtained in closed form. 
III. FIRST-ORDER POLYNOMIAL SURROGATE MODEL 
The first-order functional surrogate is selected as 
 )()()( )0()1()0(f
)1(
s xxWxRxR −+=  for all x ∈ Xs (3) 
where matrix W(1) ∈ ℜp×n contains all the first-order surrogate model weighting factors. 
The surrogate model response at the j-th learning base point x(j) should match the 
corresponding fine model response, for j = 1,… L, 
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Applying (4) at L learning base points, the following linear system is established, 
 )0()1()1( ΔRΔXW =  (5) 
where ∆X(1) ∈ ℜn×L and ∆R(0) ∈ ℜp×L are 
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We find the weighting factors of the first-order polynomial surrogate model by solving (5) 
in the least squares sense, 
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 += )( )1()0()1( ΔXΔRW  (8) 
where (·)+ denotes the pseudo-inverse. Notice that (8) yields a unique solution (global optimal 
values for the linear surrogate model weighting factors) even in the case of matrix ∆X(1) being rank 
deficient, as long as the corresponding pseudo inverse is calculated using singular value 
decomposition [32]. However, from (6) it is seen that ∆X(1) is full-rank for almost any reasonable 
distribution of learning points; for instance, when we select a star distribution, as in Fig. 1a, a box 
distribution, as in Fig. 1b, or a uniform distribution. 
IV. SECOND-ORDER POLYNOMIAL SURROGATE 
Our second-order functional surrogate is defined as 
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where matrix Wk(2) ∈ ℜn×n contains the weighting factors of the second order terms for the k-th 
independent variable sample, for k = 1 … p. In contrast to other quadratic surrogates [33-36], our 
formulation includes all second order crossed terms.  
The free parameters of the second-order surrogate model Wk(2) can be calculated as in [31], 
by considering that Rs(1) in (9) is already developed, with its parameters already calculated using 
(8). In this work we follow a better approach, by calculating matrices of weighting factors W(1) 
and Wk(2) simultaneously, as follows.   
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 1 Distributions of learning base points for a 3-dimensional design problem (n = 3): 
a) star distribution (2n+1 base points), b) box distribution (2n base points). 
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The k-th surrogate model response at the j-th learning base point x(j) should match the 
corresponding k-th fine model response, 
 )()()()()( )(f
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f
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where j = 1,…, L and wk(1)T ∈ ℜ1×n is the k-th row of W(1). Applying (10) at L learning base points, 
the following linear system is established, 
 )0()2,1()2,1( kk ΔRwΔX =  (11) 
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with ∆x(1) defined in (6). Weighting factors (12) of this second-order polynomial surrogate model 
can be obtained from (11) using 
 )0()2,1()2,1( )( kk ΔRΔXw
+=  for k = 1 … p (16) 
Formulation (16) yields a unique solution (global optimal values for the second-order 
surrogate model weighting factors) as long as the corresponding pseudo-inverse is calculated using 
singular value decomposition [32]. 
V. HIGHER-ORDER POLYNOMIAL SURROGATE MODELS 
Our N-th order functional surrogate is defined as 
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with k = 1 … p. Operator ^ denotes element-wise power, and matrix Wk(N) ∈ ℜn×n contains the 
weighting factors of the N-th order term for the k-th independent variable sample. Similarly to the 
second order surrogate, and in contrast to the work in [31], here we obtain all the weighting factors 
W(1), Wk(2), …, Wk(N) of the N-th order surrogate model simultaneously for the k-th independent 
variable sample. 
Considering L learning base points, the following linear system is established, 
 )0(kk ΔRΔXw =  (18) 
where 
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with nnNk +−ℜ∈
2)1(w , ))1((
2 nnNL +−×ℜ∈ΔX , and ∆X(1), ∆X(2), and ∆Rk(0) defined in (6), (14), and 
(15), respectively. The global optimal set of weighting factors (least squares solution of smallest 
2-norm) for the N-th order polynomial surrogate model Rs(N) is obtained from (18) using 
 )0()( kk ΔRΔXw
+=  for k = 1 … p (22) 
If the polynomial surrogate is developed over a large training region, or the nonlinearity of 
the fine model responses with respect the design parameters is too high, high order polynomials 
might be needed. In our approach, we keep N ≤ 4. If a higher order polynomial is required, 
decomposition in the design space can be applied, as mentioned in Section I. 
VI. SIW INTERCONNECT WITH CBCPW TRANSITIONS 
As a first example, consider the single-layer substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) 
interconnect with transitions to conductor-backed coplanar waveguide (CBCPW) proposed in 
[37]. Its geometry is shown in Fig. 2. The bandpass of this interconnect is intended for the Ka band 
(26.5-40 GHz). The transition section is designed to match the monomode propagation on the SIW 
over the entire frequency passband. 
A detailed view of the transition structure is shown in Fig. 3. The structure is embedded in 
a dielectric layer with εr = 2.94 and tan(δ) = 0.0012 at 10 GHz. The substrate height is H = 20 mil. 
The SIW has a width WSIW = 4.3 mm. Each via has a diameter d = 0.3 mm and is separated from 
adjacent vias by a center-to-center spacing s = 2d.  All vias and metallic planes use copper with a 
conductivity σCu = 5.8 × 107 S/m. Metal planes use a thickness t = 0.65 mil (half-ounce copper). 
The above parameter values were chosen as in [37]. 
A separate direct EM minimization of |S11| from 0 GHz to 40 GHz was performed for a 
short and uniform CBCPW line grounded by rows of vias, yielding a signal trace width W = 0.9 
mm and a slot width S = 0.2262 mm. This initial EM optimization is fast given the simplicity of 
the corresponding structure. We use a distance g = 0.358 mm between the outer edge of the slots 
 
 
Fig. 2 Single-layer substrate integrated waveguide interconnect (SIW) with transitions 
to conductor backed coplanar waveguides (CBCPW) with lateral planes grounded 
by rows vias. From [31]. 
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to the rows of vias on both sides of the CBCPW. These values of W, S and g impose sy = 0.4085 
mm (see Fig. 3). This selection ensures monomode operation and low leakage characteristics of 
the coplanar lines. The length of the central conductor is LCPW = 8.5s = 5.1 mm (≈ 5W). Coplanar 
tapers and uniform SIW section are on an area whose length is LSIW = 21s =12.6 mm. This length 
has a sufficient extension for the EM fields to match the dominant mode of propagation within the 
SIW. 
The complete structure is implemented in CST1. An air layer whose height is Hair = 10H 
separates the structure from the top cover (see Fig. 2) which was defined as an open wall. A 
distance ygap = 1.66 mm separates the SIW from the bounding box lateral walls. First-order Debye 
model is used in CST for substrate dispersion. 
The impedance of the transition can be effectively tuned by varying the angle θ and the 
length of the linear taper l (see Fig. 3). The design space is limited by geometrical constrains 
mainly associated with the position of the row of vias. For instance, the angle θ  cannot be equal 
(or close) to 90° as this needs for an extended length of the central conductor, LCPW, beyond the 
transversal rows of vias positioned on both sides of the CBCPW. This extended section of the 
 
1 CST Microwave Studio, CST AG, Darmstadt, Germany. 
 
Fig. 3 Detailed view of the transition SIW-CBCPW. From [31]. 
 
 
Fig. 4 CST EM responses of the CBPCPW-SIW interconnect at the initial design x(0). 
From [31]. Intended bandpass range: 26.5-40 GHz. 
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coplanar line would create a large separation from the rows of vias on the SIW area, giving rise to 
unwanted waveguide modes of propagation. Therefore, smaller aperture angles in the taper line 
are used. A stub length ly = 0.2 mm allows an adequate variation of the angle and length for 
impedance tuning (see Fig. 3). Based on [37], an angle θ  = 45° and a length l = 1 mm for the linear 
taper were initially chosen. EM responses at the initial design are displayed in Fig. 4. CST field 
solver required five adaptive passes (starting with 10 lines per waveguide and ending up with 35 
lines per wavelength) to ensure resolution mesh convergence. 
A. Surrogate Modeling of the SIW-CBCPW Structure 
We select as design parameters x = [θ (degrees)   l (mm)]T to build a polynomial surrogate 
model. Our initial design uses x(0) = [45  1]T whose  corresponding fine model response is in Fig. 
4. We generate 8 learning base points around x(0), using a ±15% deviation for θ and ±5% deviation 
for l. To test the generalization performance we use the same 10 random test points used in [31] 
within this region. 
We apply our new surrogate modeling formulation (22) to this problem. The evolution of 
the Frobenius norm of the matrix of learning and testing errors for the surrogate models of |S11| is 
shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that, for these amount of learning data, the best results are obtained with 
a cubic surrogate model, Rs(3). It is also seen that the learning errors are effectively made zero using 
our new formulation (22) as we increase the order of the surrogate model, in contrast with the 
results presented in [31], yielding also a better generalization performance for the best surrogate 
(in this case, a third order surrogate). 
Initial and final generalization errors are shown in Fig. 6 for the surrogate model of |S11| 
(surrogate model of |S21| has a similar behavior). 
B. Surrogate Model Optimization and Fine Model Validation 
We now optimize Rs(3)(x) to minimize |S11| in the Ka band, using a conventional direct 
search method [38] to solve 
 ))((minarg (3)s
*
s xRx x U=
 (23) 
where U: ℜn→ℜ is a minimax objective function with specifications |S11| < 0.1 for 26.5 GHz ≤  f 
≤ 40 GHz.  
After 53 surrogate model evaluations (3 seconds for the complete optimization), the 
optimal solution found is xs* = [49.994   1.023]T. Surrogate model responses before and after 
  
a) b) 
Fig. 5 Evolution of the Frobenius norm of the matrix of learning and testing errors for the surrogate models 
of |S11| of the CBPCPW-SIW interconnect, using: a) formulation in [31]; b) new formulation (22).  
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optimization are shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 8 we validate the surrogate solution by comparing the 
fine and surrogate model responses at xs*, observing an excellent match between both models. 
Finally, fine model response at the starting point and at the optimal surrogate model design 
are compared in Fig. 9. It is seen from Fig. 9 that the CST fine model response at the optimal 
surrogate model design xs* exhibits a significant reduction in the amount of reflections with respect 
to the original design within the intended pass-band range (26.5-40 GHz). A similar enhancement 
is achieved for |S21| (results not shown). 
 
 
Fig. 7 Polynomial surrogate model response before and after direct optimization of |S11|. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 6 Absolute errors in |S11| at testing base points, generated by: a) zero-order 
surrogate, b) third order surrogate obtained from new formulation (22). 
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VII. MICROSTRIP TRACES WITH VIA FENCES 
As a second example, consider the couple of parallel microstrip traces with an intermediate 
via fence illustrated in Fig. 10. The usage of guard traces or via fences is a traditional technique to 
 
Fig. 8 Comparing the fine and surrogate model responses at xs*. It is confirmed an 
excellent match between both models. 
 
Fig. 9 CST EM fine model responses at the starting point x(0) and at the optimal 
surrogate model design xs*. Bandpass range: 26.5-40 GHz. 
 
Fig. 10 Microstrip traces with via fence (W is optimized to improve impedance matching, 
keeping fixed Wp to achieve 50-Ω microstrip lines). From [43]. 
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minimize crosstalk between adjacent microstrip lines on PCBs. It has been demonstrated, both 
experimentally and by full-wave EM simulations, that inserting via fences between microstrip lines 
effectively reduces crosstalk [39,40] as well as transmission losses [41]. These benefits, however, 
usually imply a significant increase in the amount of reflections at the signaling microstrip lines 
due to deterioration of impedance matching [42]. Here we follow our work in [43] to achieve the 
above benefits without introducing a significant mismatch, comparing also the performance of the 
proposed new formulation to train the corresponding surrogate models versus that one used in [31]. 
The structure uses an FR4 dielectric with a relative permittivity εr = 4.4 and a loss tangent 
tan(δ) = 0.02 at 10 GHz. The substrate height is H = 1.575 mm. The spacing between the microtrip 
lines and the via fence is S = 0.75 mm. Via fence has a width Wvf = 2 mm, and it contains 25 vias. 
Each via has a radius r = 0.762 mm and is separated from its neighboring via by a center-to-center 
spacing a = 4 mm. The spacing between the center of the extreme vias and the edge of the 
microstrip lines, in the longitudinal direction, is lx = 1.25 mm (see Fig. 10). The corresponding via 
fence length is Lvf = 98.5 mm. All of these parameter values are selected as in [41], excepting for 
the width of the signaling microstrip traces which is fixed at Wp = 2.9 mm (to achieve 50-Ω 
microstrip lines according to simulations in Sonnet using a very high resolution grid).  
To compensate for impedance matching deterioration caused by the guard trace, we make 
an optimization variable the width of the microstrip lines adjacent to the via fence, x = W (see Fig. 
10), and apply our polynomial surrogate approach taking as the initial design x(0) = Wp. 
The structure is implemented in Sonnet2 using a very high grid resolution [43]. We show 
in Fig. 11 the EM responses at the initial design, as well as the structure EM responses with no via 
 
2 Sonnet SuitesTM v12.52, Sonnet Software Inc., North Syracuse, NY. 
  
  
a) b) 
  
c) d) 
 Fig. 11 Sonnet fine model results for microstrip traces with via fence at the initial design and without via 
fence: a) reflections; b) transmission; c) near-end crosstalk; d) far-end crosstalk. From [43]. It is seen 
that the uncompensated via fence enhances transmission and reduces crosstalk, at the expense of 
increasing reflections. 
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fence. It is confirmed that both near-end and far-end crosstalk are significantly reduced, as well as 
the transmission losses, due to the introduction of the via fence. However, a very significant 
deterioration in the impedance matching of the signaling microstrip lines is observed. 
A. Surrogate Model of the Microstrip Traces with Via Fence 
We now develop a surrogate model of the structure in Fig. 10 for |S11| as a function of W. 
The region of interest is defined by a tolerance τ = −13.79% (2.5 mm ≤ W ≤ 2.9 mm = Wp). To 
calculate the weighting factors we only use 3 learning base points within this region, and to control 
  
a) b) 
Fig. 12 Evolution of the maximum absolute error of the surrogate models for |S11| of the microstrip traces 
with via fence, using: a) formulation in [31]; b) new formulation (22). 
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Fig. 13 Generalization errors of the surrogate models for |S11| for the microstrip traces 
with via fence: a) zero-order model (Rs(0)(x) = Rf(x(0))), b) 3rd-order polynomial. 
From [43]. 
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the generalization performance of the surrogates we use 3 testing points. 
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the maximum absolute error of the surrogates, as we increase 
their order, with respect to the fine model. It is seen that formulation in [31] has a deficient 
performance due to insufficient degrees of freedom in the corresponding surrogates (one-
dimensional problem with lower-order surrogates fixed), while the proposed formulation (22) is 
able to make zero the learning errors and yields much better generalization performance. It is also 
seen in Fig. 12 that the best generalization performance using (22) is achieved by the third-order 
surrogate, Rs(3). Initial and final generalization errors are shown in Fig. 13. 
B. Surrogate Optimization and Fine Model Validation 
We now optimize Rs(3)(x) to minimize |S11| with respect to x from 0.2 GHz to 9.8 GHz. We 
apply the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method available in Matlab3 to solve (23) using 
minimax objective function formulation, finding the optimal surrogate model solution xs* = 2.77 
mm. The surrogate model responses before and after optimization are shown in Fig. 14, confirming 
a significant improvement in the return loss. 
In Fig. 15 we compare the fine and surrogate model responses at xs*, confirming an 
excellent match between the two models.  
 
3 MATLAB, The MathWorks, Inc., 3 Apple Hill Drive, Natick MA 01760-2098. 
 
 
Fig. 14 Cubic surrogate model Rs(3) response at the starting point x(0) and at the optimal 
surrogate solution xs*. From [43]. 
 
 
Fig. 15 Fine model response and cubic surrogate model response at the optimal surrogate 
solution. From [43]. 
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The complete fine model responses at xs* are shown in Fig. 16 and they are compared with 
those in Fig. 11. It is confirmed that almost the original reduction of crosstalk and transmission 
losses is achieved without a significant deterioration of impedance matching, as intended. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
Fig. 16 Sonnet EM responses for microstrip traces without via fence, and with via fence 
at the initial design and at optimal surrogate solution found. From [43]. 
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VIII. SIW INTERCONNECT WITH MICROSTRIP TRANSITIONS 
As a third example, consider the single-layer substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) 
interconnect with microstrip transitions proposed in [7]. Its geometry is shown in Fig. 17. The 
tapered microstrip transition is intended to simultaneously perform field conversion and 
impedance matching of the two dissimilar guiding structures [8]. The SIW is embedded in a 
dielectric layer with height H = 16 mil, and relative dielectric constant εr = 3.6. The SIW waveguide 
length is LSIW = 4W and has an external width W = 379.71 mil. Each via has a diameter d = 18.9 
mil and is separated from its neighboring via by a center-to-center spacing s = 2d. The required 
cutoff frequency for the dominant mode is fc10 = 10 GHz, for which the SIW width is WSIW = 
341.91 mil [7]. The width of the 50-Ω microstrip line is Wp = 34.14 mil and its length is Lp = 1.5W. 
The initial transition uses Ltap = 3W and Wtap = WSIW. The above parameter values are chosen as in 
[7]. 
The structure is implemented in COMSOL4. Our model neglects dielectric and metallic 
losses by setting tan(δ) = 0 and by setting all metals as perfect electric conductors (PEC). The 
simulation bounding box is configured as scattering boundary condition excepting for the bottom 
cover which is configured as PEC to act as a ground plane. We use in COMSOL model a meshing 
 
4 COMSOL Multiphysics version 4.4, 2014, COMSOL AB, Tegnérgatan 23, SE-111 40 Stockholm, Sweden. 
 
Fig. 17 Single-layer substrate integrated waveguide interconnect (SIW) with microstrip 
transitions. 
 
 
Fig. 18 EM transmission response of the SIW interconnect with transitions 
to microstrip lines at the initial design xf(0) = Wtap(0) = WSIW.  
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scheme by zones, as proposed in [44], using different meshing sizes for different domains in the 
geometrical model. The distances from the SIW metals to the lateral (ygap), frontal (xgap) and upper 
(Hair) box walls can interfere and modify the EM response of the structure if they are too short. We 
use Hair = 12H, ygap = xgap = 10H as proposed in [45]. By using this configuration for the simulation 
bounding box we ensure not altering the inherent EM response of the structure under analysis [45]. 
 The insertion loss EM response at the initial design is shown in Fig. 18. It is seen that 
transmission is significantly deteriorated due to the initially selected tapered width Wtap = WSIW, 
intended to achieve electromagnetic field match between the two interconnects. This confirms that 
deficient transitions can excite higher-order modes along the SIW [46], which deteriorate the 
signal integrity of transmitted digital data and reduce the effective channel bandwidth. 
A. Surrogate Modeling of the SIW Structure with Microstrip Transitions 
To overcome the above transmission problem, we develop a polynomial surrogate model 
for |S21| as a function of Wtap centered at the average width between the SIW and the microstrip 
line widths, Wavg = (WSIW+Wp)/2 = 188.025 mil, over a tolerance region of τ = ±25 % (141.02 mil 
≤ Wtap ≤ 235.03 mil). To calculate the surrogate model weighting factors we only use 4 learning 
base points within this region, and to control the generalization performance of the surrogates we 
use 4 testing points, all uniformly distributed. To illustrate the variability of the transmission 
response within this region, Fig. 19 shows the fine model responses at the learning and testing base 
points. Fig. 20 shows the evolution of the Frobenius norm of the learning and testing errors of the 
surrogates, as we increase their order, with respect to the fine model. It is reconfirmed in this case 
 
 
 
Fig. 19 EM transmission responses of the SIW with transitions to 
microstrip lines at the learning and testing points in a tolerance 
region τ = ±25% for Wtap centered at Wavg = (WSIW+Wp)/2.  
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that formulation in [31] is not able to make zero the learning errors as the order of the polynomial 
surrogates is increased. It is also seen in Fig. 20 that the best generalization performance with 
formulation (22) is achieved by the second-order surrogate, Rs(2). 
B. Surrogate Model Optimization and Fine Model Confirmation 
We now optimize Rs(2)(x) to improve |S21| in the passband frequency range, solving 
 ))((minarg (2)s
*
s xRx x U=
 (24) 
by the SQP method, where U: ℜ→ℜ is a minimax objective function with specifications |S21| > 
0.85 for 12 GHz ≤  f ≤ 40 GHz. We found the optimal surrogate model solution xs* = 222.37 mil 
in 17 surrogate model evaluations, which takes less than a second. Finally, in Fig. 21 we compare 
the fine model response at the starting point and at the optimal surrogate model design, confirming 
a very significant improvement in the insertion loss of the SIW interconnect. 
  
a) b) 
Fig. 20 Evolution of the Frobenius norm of the matrix of learning and testing errors for the surrogate models of 
|S21| for the SIW interconnect with microstrip transitions, using: a) formulation in [31]; b) proposed 
formulation (22). 
 
 
Fig. 21 COMSOL EM transmission responses of the SIW interconnect 
with transitions to microstrip lines at the initial design xf(0) = 
Wtap(0) = WSIW, and at the optimal surrogate model solution xs*. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 
We presented a practical yet simple EM-based design optimization procedure using low-
order low-dimension polynomial functional surrogates. It uses a formulation that yields global 
optimal weighting factors obtained in closed form, exhibiting smaller learning errors and better 
generalization performance with respect to a prior formulation. The proposed method is especially 
suited when no coarse model is available for the problem in hand. Our EM-based design 
optimization technique as illustrated by several high-speed interconnect examples using three 
different commercially available EM simulators.  
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